Mergent Industry Reports provide in-depth analysis of key industries in North America, Europe, Latin America, and Asia/Pacific. Timely and comprehensive, these reports, updated twice yearly, describe the market environment, industry landscape and key market trends for companies, industries, countries and regions.

Mergent’s experienced research analysts draw on financial and industry insight and strong research and analytical skills to examine, analyze and discuss a wide range of industry sectors that include Automotive, Telecommunications, IT & Technology, Oil & Gas, Aviation, Food & Beverage, Biotechnology, etc. Whether you’re interested in gaining insight into an industry or researching the performance of leading companies in a particular sector, Mergent Industry Reports are a comprehensive research tool.

Mergent Industry Reports covers key points, including:

- Discussion of recent performance of leading companies in each sector
- Comprehensive sector performance in individual countries, or in North America or Europe or Asia/Pacific as a whole
- Key financials of leading companies as defined by total revenue in the countries covered
- Overview of mergers, acquisitions and alliance activity

Additional features that focus on market trend analysis include:

- Discussion of key trade, economic and country statistical data and the impact on companies in these sectors
- Overviews of important regulatory, disclosure and government policies
- Analysis of developing market trends
- Key references used to compile the Mergent Industry Reports

For pricing please refer to our submission within the restricted section of CAUL

For more information, please contact your Regional Sales Manager, Tim Worrall - e-mail: tim.worrall@mergent.com

Tel: +61 (0)3 9775 2383 Fax: +61 (0)3 9775 2283 Mob: +61 0422 721844

Mergent, Inc.
P.O. Box 854, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930